Everyone Can Contribute to the Success of Our Center

$0......Volunteer as a research subject
$0......Volunteer to help patients and families in the Memory Loss and Caregiving Resource Center
$0......Volunteer to help staff in the Center Administrative Offices
$0......Tell others about our Program
$400......Purchase 500 educational brochures
$550......Support a single autopsy
$600......Pay for one research MRI scan
$2000......Sponsor a visiting professor visit and lecture
$2500......Pay for one research PET scan
$10,000 and up......Named research fund
$20,000......Freezer (-70 degree) with liquid nitrogen backup to store genetic samples
$40,000......Support a conference on Alzheimer's disease
$50,000......Support a one-year exploratory neuropsychological study
$100,000......Support a neuropsychology fellow for one year
$150,000......Endow a visiting professorship
$250,000......Support a one-year exploratory imaging study
$300,000......Support a geriatric neurology fellow for two years
$500,000......Install brain PET scanner in Cognitive Disorders Clinic
$2,000,000......Endow a professorship in Alzheimer’s disease